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WELCOME TO
A NEW ERA
THE ERA OF SOUL

ZUMEX INTRODUCES

A MACHINE WITH SOUL
We have concentrated the best of Zumex in one
machine for you to enjoy the best juice extraction
system in the smallest possible space.
It looks impressive, with its sporty curves and elegant
lines that define its character; Soul is not just a design.
Furthermore, it presents a new concept: Push&Juice,
the simplest way to make a signature juice,
and the best way to enjoy the essence of life.
Enjuice your life!

PURE INTUITION

A NEW CONCEPT

PUSH&JUICE
Imagine pushing just one button and having
fresh juice squeezed directly into the glass?
As simple and as natural as that.
Making a juice becomes a breeze with Soul,
giving way to a new era for professional juicers.

There is no longer any need for those endless
instructions for use; with just a touch of a
button, you will have the entire juice
extraction process in a matter of seconds;
thanks to its simple operation and use,
you will think that you had “met” it before.

AUTOMATIC, JUST LIKE YOU WANTED
Gone are the days of squeezing oranges
one by one; so that squeezing juice
does not make you miss a beat.

A new concept with which you will enjoy
the essence of a perfect juice.

15´´
FROM 0 TO 25 cl IN 15 SECONDS
We know that time cannot be an
impediment, so Soul squeezes at high
speeds, producing a juice in 15 seconds
and 12 pieces of fruit a minute.

DIMENSIONS

260 x 430 x 435

MM.

IT SQUEEZES CITRUS FRUIT

1 JUICE IN

ORANGES
LEMONS
LIMES

15´´

LARGER DIAMETER
TO 80 MM

1 MIN 12 FRUITS

THE SOUL IS INSIDE

CONICAL SYSTEM
Cold body and warm soul. That is the secret of a perfect juice.
The combination of cutting-edge technology, the cleanest cut and meticulous
care of the fruit leads to perfection in every drop squeezed by Soul.

With the new tapered shape of its pressing units, the fruit enters the juice
extraction system smoothly and perfectly centred. An accurate and perfect
cut will obtain maximum juice and flavour from each piece.

AUTONOMY FOR THE USER
FEEDER WITH CAPACITY

3/4 FRUITS
WEIGHT

17kg I 37.4 lb

VOLTAGE

220 V- 240 V 50/60Hz

POWER

42W

110-120 V 50/60Hz
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e secret

of a perfect juice
is now within everyone's reach.
The combination of the best fruit and Soul’s extraction
method, makes a juice prepared with this new
machine unforgettable.
Its taste, colour and aroma will turn having
a juice into a unique moment.

Discover a world of flavour
www.enjuiceyourlife.com

BE
Be Soul means leaving the material side behind,
it means having your own, unique personality,
it means always offering the best.

Be Soul are those places that transmit
our philosophy, that seek perfection
and excellence in everything they do.

It is something we can feel, but not see, something
that leaves an impression wherever it goes.
It is the definition, it is the purity, it is the essence of life.
www.enjuiceyourlife.com

